Let p:E->-B be a principal S1 bundle with B dominated by a finite complex. Then it is easy to show that E is also dominated by a finite complex. In this paper we show, under suitable additional hypotheses, that in fact E has the homotopy type of a finite complex. The proof is carried out by computing Wall's finiteness obstruction for E.
Let A' be a (possibly infinite) CW complex which is dominated by a finite complex and let A=Z(7r1(A')). In [8] Wall defines an obstruction o(X)eK0(A) to finding a finite complex with the same homotopy type as X.
If Fi^Ej^B is a fiber space with total space, base, and fiber dominated by finite CW complexes, it is natural to ask whether a(E) can be computed in terms of a(F), a(B), and invariants of the fiber space. Since a(F), a(E), and a(B) are elements of A?0Z(7r1(/v)), A0Z(7r1(£)), and A^Z^CS)) respectively, and • • ■ ^-7r1(F)^-7r1(£')^-7r1(5)^-• • • is exact, the solution of the general problem involves an extension problem. In an effort to obtain a better understanding of the relationship between these problems, we will prove the Main Theorem.
Let p: E-^-B be a principal S1 bundle such that (i) B is a CW complex dominated by a finite complex; (ii) jff \77^(5*1) *7Ti(£) is a monomorphism; and (hi) tt^E) is abelian. Then E is dominated by a finite complex and o(E)=0.
The universal covering space E of E and the action of ttx(E) on E are determined in §1. This information is then used in §2 to prove the theorem.
The problem considered here was first raised by Lai in [3] . Unfortunately, the main theorems ofthat paper (Theorems 2 and 3) do not hold in the generality Lai claims, but appear to require additional hypotheses. A forthcoming paper by the author [0] contains a counterexample to Lai's Theorems 2 and 3 as well as a modified version of Lai's Theorem 3. the Theorem 1.1. Let p:E-^-B be a principal S1 bundle satisfying the hypothesis of the Main Theorem. Then E is homeomorphic to BxR1. Furthermore there is a homomorphism t:it1(E)-*Q with image an infinite cyclic subgroup of Q and a choice of homeomorphism h.Bx i?1->£ such that h is equivariant with respect to the rrx(E) action on BxR1 defined by cc(b, t) = (p#v.b, ?+r(a)) for any aen^E) and the covering transformation action of tt\(E) on E.
The Q above denotes the additive group of rational numbers and the juxtaposition p#oib denotes the covering transformation action of 7rx (B) on B.
The basic idea of the proof of 1.1 is to apply the Proof.
Let /:£"-»CT*00 be a classifying map for />:£->-2?, and let a:S2^-B be the attaching map for one of the three cells e3eK-B. Then
is the obstruction to extending/ over e3. But the commutative diagram
shows that f# is the zero map since d is the zero map. Therefore/ extends over the 3-skeleton of K. Since CP00 is a K(Z, 2) this implies that/ extends over all of K. Therefore there is one bundle over K whose restriction to B is p: E-+B.
But also this bundle is unique, for if/,, f%:K-*K(Z, 2) are such that fx\B is homotopic to f2\B, then fx is homotopic to f2 since the obstructions to finding such a homotopy lie in H*(K, B; ^(CP00)) and those groups vanish for all i. (i) $M~V«0.
(ii) ribi^nfiofor some integer nt where d-\-\ ^.i^s. Furthermore any relation in rr^L) is a consequence of (i) and (ii).
Proof. This is obvious (cf. [1, Lemma 4.2]).
Define a map of the generators b0, by, ■ ■ • , bs of 7r,(Z.) into Q as follows:
(i) If rs=0, let t(/j>0)=1 and t(^)=0 for lgl£s.
(ii) If rs>l, let r(b0)=l, t(^)=0 for l^md, and T(tb,)for d+l^i^s.
In either case this map of generators respects the relations (i) and (ii) of 1.4 and can therefore be extended to a homomorphism t:7Ti(Z,)-*-(2-Note that in case (ii), since rx\rs for d+l^i^s, r(b{) is a multiple of l/rs. In either case, therefore, the image of t is infinite cyclic.
Let qK: K->-K and qL:L->-L be the universal covering spaces of K and L respectively. Let ^(L) act on L as the group of covering transformations and define an action of rrALJ) on KxR1 by <x(k, t) = (p#a-k, t+r(oi)) where the dot in the first factor indicates the covering transformation action of 7r1(AT) on A*. KxR^L.
It will follow from the construction of h, that h maps BxR1 homeomorphically onto E. Thus 1.1 follows from 1.5 by restricting h to BxR1.
Proof.
Let ^(S1) act on R1 as the group of covering transformations of e:R^S1 where e is the exponential map. Since r(b0)=\ andp#(b0)=0, b0(k~, t) = (k, t + l) for any k and the diagram
commutes for any a-ETT^S1) where i(t) = (k0, t) and k0eK is a base point.
On the other hand, the diagram
obviously commutes where ü is projection on the first factor. Therefore i and 77 induce maps i:R1l7r1(S1)-^KxR1l7r1(L) and v.Kx R1Itt1(L)-^-K/tt^K) respectively such that 77/ is the constant map.
Lemma 1.6. tt: Kx ÄV^i(L)^Ä*/7r1(Ä') is a principal S1 bundle with fiber the image of i.
Proof. The proof of 1.6 is deferred to the end of this section. Assuming 1.6, the proof of 1.5 is concluded as follows: By the construction of 77:Kx R1lTr1(L)^>-KlTr1(K) and Lemma 1.7 below, the lower end of the homotopy exact sequence of this bundle reduces to Proof. This is obvious. The only remaining step in the proof of 1.5 is the Proof of 1.6. Let G = ttx(L) be the subgroup generated by b0 and consider the orbit space KxPJ/G. Clearly KxR1lG=KxS1 and the projection map KxR^KxRi/G is just 1 xe.KxR^KxS1 where e is the exponential map.
Since all groups under consideration are abelian (and discrete), there is an induced ttx(L)IG action on KxS1 whose orbit space is Kx R1/-^^). In fact this action can be described explicitly as follows: Since G is contained in the kernel of the composite ^(LJL^Ql^S1, there is an induced homomorphism f:-7r1(7_)/G->5'1. Also since G=ker p'#, there is an induced map p'#:Trx(L)lG^-rrx(K).
The induced action then is given by ß(Jc,z)= (p'#ßk, zf(ß)) where juxtaposition in the second factor denotes multiplication of complex numbers. Now define a right action of S1 on KxS1 by (k, z)zx = (k, zzx). Since this action commutes with the 7rn(L)/G action described above it induces an S1 action on the orbit space RxR^/tt^L). ft is straightforward to check that the orbit space of the latter action is K/tt^K) and that the fiber is the image of i. This completes the proof of 1.6.
The proof of the Main Theorem.
Before proving the Main Theorem we recall the definition of the "transfer" homomorphism (cf. [5, p. 420] ) and prove two lemmas.
Let p .R'^-R be a homomorphism of rings with unit and suppose that R is finitely generated and projective as a left R' module. Then any finitely generated projective R module can also be considered as a module over R' and, as such, is finitely generated and projective. Thus p induces a homomorphism p*: K0(R)->K0(R') called the "transfer" homomorphism.
Let p: G~>H be a group homomorphism inducing the homomorphism p:Z(G)->Z(H) of group rings.
Lemma 2.1. If p is a monomorphism with image a subgroup of finite index, Z(H) is finitely generated and projective over Z(G). Hence p*:
Proof. This is obvious.
Let C* be a chain complex ofR modules. If C* has the same chain homotopy type as a complex >-■ ■ ■ -+P0 of finitely generated projective R modules, we say that C* admits a Wall invariant and define the invariant as a(C*; R)=2 (-l)<[PJe£0(jv) (cf.
[6]). Lemma 2.2. Let p: R'^-R be as above and let be a chain complex of R modules which admits a Wall invariant. Then C* admits a Wall invariant when considered as a chain complex over R' and cr(C+; R') = p*a(Cif; R).
Proof. This is obvious from the definitions given above. We now prove the Main Theorem. Because [3, Theorem 1] shows that E is dominated by a finite complex, we restrict our attention to the evaluation of the obstruction.
By [3] or [6] , o(E)=o(C*(£), Z(rrx(E))) where C*(£~) denotes the singular chain complex of E and the Z(ttx(E)) action comes from the covering transformation action of ttx(E) on E. By the first part of 1.1, E is homeomorphic to BxR1 so C*(E) is isomorphic to C*(B)®C*(R1). Now let ß*:C*(By-+C*(B) and q^-.C^R^C^R1) be the chain maps induced by the covering transformation ß:B^-B, ßeir^B), and the continuous map q(t) = t+q for any qeQ, and define an action of tt^E) on C^(B)®Cif(R1) by a(c'®c") = (/5#a)#c'®T(a)*c" for any aen^E). The latter half of 1.1 then implies that the isomorphism of C*(E) with C*(ß)® is a module overZ(Z) whereZ is the image of t:tt1(E)-^-Q, C^(B)®Ci,(R1) is also a chain complex over Z(tt1(B))®Z(Z)^Z(tt1(B)xZ). Since Z is infinite cyclic, R1IZ<^S1 and C^R1) considered as a module over Z(Z) is nothing more than CSt(51) considered as a module over Z(7r1 (5'1) ). The Product Theorem for Wall Invariants due to [2] and [7] now shows that a(C^B)®C^R1), Z(7r1(5)xZ)) = ^(51)-/>(q(73), Z(tt,(5)))=0 wherê :Ä?0(Z(7r1(73)))^A>0(Z(7rJ(/i)xZ)) is induced by the inclusion ^,(5)«= jrx(B)xZ.
The key observation now is that p#xa:Tr1{E)^>-iT1{B)xZ is a monomorphism with image a subgroup of finite index. By 2.1 therefore (p# xo)*: KoiZiw^xZyi^K^ZiTr^E))) is defined. The discussion above and 2.2, now show that o(Ci,(S)®C^R1);Z(rr1(E))) = {p# x t)*o(C*(B) ® CjjP); Zirr^B) x Z)) = 0.
This completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
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